In this paper some classical measure theoretic concepts are studied on complete orthomodular lattices E. It is shown that an inner regularization on E of a signed measure on a dense c-complete subalgebra L of E is a signed measure on E.
Some problems are mentioned which arise from the noncommutativity of E.
For the basic definitions concerning orthomodularity, the reader is referred to [2] .
1. Definition. Let E be a complete orthomodular lattice, LcE a a-complete subalgebra with E as its completion, i.e. L is dense in E and n be a signed measure on L satisfying:
fi: L > (R^ u {-oo,oo}, H takes on at most one of the values -oo or oo, jx(0) = 0 and M(Ua n ) = £(x(a n ) for every countable orthogonal sequence (a ) of L. v n' The inner regularization ji^ of u is H*(x) := U{u(y)|y e B n L, y ^ x for x e E}, where the right hand side of the equation has to be independent of the block B of E chosen, M*(x) = -co if no such y exists and takes on at most one of the values -oo or oo. If one of the additional requirements is not fulfilled, v^ is not called an inner regularization. The outer regularization, n*(x) := n{fi(y) |y e B n L, * x s y} or n (x) = oo for xeE uses in its definition the same restrictions-as n^. Outer measures have been studied in [3] . 
